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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
MENTOR PROGRAM DISCLAIMER & RELEASE
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T h a t I,
, as a participant in a group sponsored by the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association o f Texas
understand that any mentor information and/or advice received in the course of my mentorship is to guide me in my c r i m i n a l %Practice as a n educational resourceand to discuss issues confronted in the practice ofcriminal law, including but not limited t o a t r 0 e - w
client communications, plea negotiations, trial tactics and techniques, professionalism and legal ethics. 1 understand that these a
general discussions and I can in no way rely upon,the advice and/or statements of my mentor or other participants in the men=Program. I understand that although the mentor isengaged in the practice of criminal law, that the mentor is not rendering legax
professional advice to me or to anybf my clients through me.

1

THE INFORMATION I RECEI E IN T E COURSE OF MY MENTORSHIP WILL NOT BE RELIED UPON -%
ME AS A S BSTIT TE FOR MY OWN IUDGMENT OR LEGAL OPINIONS, AND I UNDERSTAND THAT T - ~
OPINIONS OR STAT MENTS OF THE MENTOR ARE NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN OPINION OR INDEPE
I also understand that neither the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor any mentor or participant warrants
any information that they share, divulge or give to me is suitable for any area of my practice other than to aid me in i m p r o v i w
criminal law practice skills.
1 understand that neither The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor the mentor or any participant i n the me=
Program warrants or represents that any information or advice they may give me can be relied upon by me in my criminal l a w prac
but serves as a n aid or guide in assisting me in developing criminal law practice skills.
Date

Participant's Name
Participants please make copy for your file and mail or fax executed form to:
TCDLA, 600 West 13 Street, Austin, Texas 78701 (fax no. 512-469-9107)
Also, provide a copy to your mentor.

For Office Use Only:

Mentor Assigned

Address

Ph. No.
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Director's Perspective

By S u z a n n e D o n w a n

T

his month the VOICE includes
again TCDLAb Significant Decisions Report, edited by Cynthia
Hampton. Ms. Hampton agreed to produce
SDR for the VOICE on an interim basis
until Bill AUison, executive editor, selects
a permanent replacement. As noted in the
ad posted on our website, VOICE editorial
positions are volunteer and, partly as a result of this, it is no easy task finding someone who can fit this work into his or her
regular law practice. (Indeed, ask AUison
or Kent Schaffer how quickly their columns
come due each month!) But members of the
TCDLA Board and editors of the VOICE
are committed to trying to ensure that SDR
continue tobeoffered as amembership benefit to all who join TCDLA.
There are a handfulof services, produced
weekly, available to Texas lawyers that summarize decisions handed down by the Fifth
Circuit, the Texas Court of Criminal Ap.
peals and the district courts of appeals.
These products are offered either by regular
hard copy subscriptionand/or,forthose with
e-mail, electronically via the Internet. Each
service is unique, offering the analysis and
prspective of its authors in *timely man-ner. Significant Decisions Report, offered
traditionally by TCDLA as a benefit to its
members, will summarizeeachmonth in the
VOICE thedecisions handed down by various appealscourts thatin theopinionofthe
editor are important for defense lawyers to
know. Please take a moment to call, fax or
e-mail me or Bill Mison your reactions to
this SDR. Either of us can be reached by
fax, 512-469-9107 or electronically a t
sueanned@redk.com. We take your comments seriously.
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I would like to thank John Yeager, who
was SDR editor for the VOICE for the last
year. The job is a rather anonymous, thankless one requiting a great deal of time reviewing and sifting through court opinions
weekly and then translatingthem into brief
synopses that are useful to fellow defense
lawyers.
A t its September meeting, the TCDLA
Board passed a resolution regarding Dallas
Judge Mike Keasler, who is running for a
seaton the Court of Criminal Appeals. The
resolution received a fair amount of press
coverage, and in a response to queries by a
Tern lawyer reporter, Judge Keasler suggested the resolution was no surprise wming from a group that so ardently supports
hisopponent. While many individual members may wellsupprtJudge Keasler's opponent, TCDLA could hardly be described in
such broadsmokes.This issue features a letter ftom a long-time member who does not
agree with theresolution, aswell as the text
of the resolution.
TCDLA was not the first organization
to pass a resolution in response to Judge
Keasler's remarks, reported initially by the
D a k MomingNem last May.-%=HispanicBar Association of Austin and the League
ofunited Latin American Citizens are two
others. Keaslet's comments, hand-written
on his letterhead were apparently passed to
his bailiff while he was on the bench during
a jury selection in the mid-1980s. In one
note, he wrote about an African-American
prosecutor, "Keithhas already 'axed' the jury
twice duting his argument. We may have to
nickname him...Liezie Borden!' He also
noted that the attorney had "better get rid
of those blacks" who were in the pool; and

described another as "the national tearduct
of Mexico." Keasler apologized, and stated
there was no excuse for his nores.
Sadly, Past President Louis Dugas (198586) reports that his wife of many years,
Frances Elizabeth (Beth) Dugas, recently
passed away. Beth was an original and active member of Friends ofTCDLA, and was
a regular feature at TCDLA meetings in
those years. Louis wrote a loving tribute to
his w~fe,whom he met while they were both
students at U.T. in Austin. She was an avid
gardener, an active mother of four, who ap.
preciated art and theater, and gave generously of her time and talents to her community. Our sincere condolencesgo to LOUIS
and his family
Program Notes
Sign upnow for the CDLP semmar,Current Issues in CorrectronsLaw (11.5 hours
CLE) while the cost 1s still low. The program offers all you need ro know to effectively advise your clients about prison and
parole &om the experts, including John
Jasuta ofthe Texas Court of Criminal Appealeon HabeasCorpusasit relamto prisonand parole, TDCJ program officials on dealing with sex offenders, and advice from
Texas Parole Board members on how to best
represent clients at the parole hearing, and
how they make parole decisions. Course directors are Gary Cohen, Bill Habern and
Robert Alton Jones.
Joinus at the College Station Hilmn and
Conference Center-before November 11,
the wst is just $180 for TCDLA members
end $225 for non-members. After November 11 and at the door registration is $50

more. For reservations call the College Station Hilton directly at 409-693-7500. And
watch the web site for additional CDLP
seminar offerings in 1999.(www.tcdla.com)
Remember, it's the Big D in December.
TCDLA hosts a 4-in-1 seminar December
10-11 at the Hyatt Regency in downtown
Dallas. Course director Mike Gibson invited
expert attorneys to lecture on Defending
DWI cases, Sexual Abuse and FamiIy Violence Cases, the Trial of a Drug Case, and
other issues. Thanks are due E.X. Martin for
his assistance in contacting speakers for this
program.JoeJohnsonof Kansas, Ray Brown
of New Jersey,JodiGoodwin of Brownsville
on immigration issues in criminal cases,

George Scharmen on plea bargaining, and
a host of distinguished speakers will offer
fresh, creative approaches to recurring challenges in defense practice.
The program will cost just $275 for
TCDLA members who register by December 2. TCDLA seminars (except the annual
Rusty Duncan program in San Antonio) are
nowopen to defense lawyers only, by Board
resolution.
Call the Hyatt in Dallas and note you
are registering for this TCDLA seminar for
the $132 room rate-you must call by
November 16 for this rate: 214-6511234. Details are on the seminar brochure,
hut call the office for more information 512-

478-2514. TheTCDLA Board meeting will
be heldsaturday, December 12at theHyatt.
Also in December, the National Legal
Aid and Defender Association. (NLADA)
is hosting its 76hAnnual Conference at the
Hyatt Regencyinsan Antonio (Dec.9-12).
"Partners for Justice: A More Perfect Union"
includes special meetings for defenders as
well as substantive training incivil legal services, defender legal services (from competency to stand trial to direct examination,
and a host of other issues), and ethical issues. Registration fees (by Dec. 1) are $295
for NLADA members, $355 for non-membets. Call 202-452-0620 for a brochure and
additional information. 6%

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the courtrooms of Texas are meant to be sanctuaries of fairness where every
member of society should be considered equal before the law; and

WHEREAS, Mike Keasler is the Judge of the

~udicialDistrict Court of Dallas County,

the State of Texas; and

WHEREAS, Judge Keasler made comments that demonstrated his personal bias against
individuals on the basis of race, gender and religion; and

WHEREAS, Judge Keasler has admitted to making these comments and has acknowledged
there can be no excuse for such comments; and

WHEREAS, Judge Keasler has broken the most fundamental covenant that everyone is
guaranteed equal treatment, especially in a court of law; and

WHEREAS, Judge Keasler's comments are abhorrent, disgraceful and in violation of the
spirit of Supreme Court precedent as well as the Code of Judicial Conduct; and

THEREFORE, BE I T RESOLVED that the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
urges the Commission o n Judicial conduct to immediately investigate this matter and take
appropriate action; and

BE I T FURTHER RESOLVED that the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association urges
Judge Keasler to immediately resign his present judicial position; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association urges
the Republican Party of Texas to publicly renounce its association with Judge Keasler; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association urges
the State Bar of Texas to remove Judge Keasler from any further participation or involvement
as a teacher in any future continuing legal education courses.
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September 3, 1998
TDCJ No.
P. 0. Box 6400
Tennessee Colony, TX 75861

September 29,1998
Re: Press release 9-27-98; Resolut~on
re Judge Mike Keasler
Dear Sirs &Madams:

Dear Mr-.

Assuming that it was accurate, 1 was
more than surprised to read of the
resolut~onthat condemned Judge
Keasler for comments in 10 year old,
private notes that he tossed in a trash
can -rather than bum.

Please find enclosed a copy of the Waco Court of Appeals' Judgment and written opinion regarding your appeal. As you can see, your trtal court convictton has been upheld
(affirmed) by the appeals court. Their Judgment was rendered August 31, 1998. 1 have
read the wrltten opinion carefully, researched the reasonsstated by the court that formed
the basis of their opinion, and evaluated their decision as to all six issues presented to
them for revlew.
Motion for Rehearing
The appellate rules permtt the filing of a Motion for Rehearing that must be filed
within 15 days after the judgment was rendered, i.e., August 31, 1998 (see Rule 49.1
enclosed). A Motion for Rehearing is a request to the Waco Court of Appeals to reconsider their opinion. I do not believe that the court mistakenly mterpreted the facts or the
law. It is my opinion that a Motion for Rehearing would not be granted and I do not
intend to file such a motion. Youmay file a Motion for Rehearing on your own behalf d
you desire to do so.
Petition for Discretionary Review
You may further appeal yourcase by filing a Petit~onfor DiscretionaryReview, directed
to the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals in Austm, Texas. This document must be filed m
the Waco Court of Appeals (P.O. Box 1606, Waco, Texas 76703-1606). The petltion
must be filed within 30 days after the day the court of appeals judgment was rendered
(August 3 1, 1998). Without any motion for rehearlng being filed, your deadline is September 30, 1998.
My appointment to represent you on a direct appeal does not mclude an appointment
to pursue a Petition for Discretionary Review. Discreuonary review by the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals in Austin is not a matter of right but of the court's dtscretion (see Rule
66 and Rule 68 enclosed). A n indigent defendant has no constimtlonal r~ghtto the appointment of an attorney to pursue discrerionary review. However, if the Court of Cnmtnal Appeals grants a petition for review, the trial court must appoint an attorney to represent an indigent in futther proceedings in the Texas Court of Crimmd Appeals in Austm.
As I said, I have read the Warn Court of Appeals written opinlon carefully, researched
the reasons stated by the court that formed the basis of their opmion, and evaluated thelr
iecision as to all six issues presented to them for revlew. It is my opinion that no meritorious grounds for relief exist and that a Petitlon for D~scretionaryReview would not be
%anted by the Court of Criminal Appeals in Austin.
You may file a Petition for Discretmnary Review on your own behalf if you desire todo
$0.There are six, non-exclusive, grounds stated ul the ~ l eas
s reasons a Petition for Diszretionary Review might be considered by the court. These grounds are very important
ind I havwopied them for you (see Rule 66.3 enclosed). - If you have any questions or comments, please don't hesitate to wrlte me.

I side with those who believe that our
constitutional rights should protect
even bad or questionalstatements and
or acts, that would come under the 1st
Amendment, and especially when
they are a private matter.
I have practiced in Dallas for many
years, and though he was never a
favortte of mine, I believe even he
deserves better than what he received
from TCDLA. Further, in this case I
think no statement or resolution
would have been the better course.
Personally, I would like to see it
withdrawn, but I suppose that would
be too much to ask for. And, I can
understand why the party that saved
this "nuggeP and then turned it over
to a reporter would want to remam
anonymous.
This letter is intended to be
constructtve, as I have little to fault
TCDLA with, and have alwaystaken
pride in my Charter membership.
Sincerely
John E. Hmnphreys-

--

M.E.'s Note: The following is a
kttev attorney William Mason drafted
to his court-appointed client following the affirmation of his conviction
a t the Court of Appeals. Richard
Anderson is credited by Mr. Mason
as assisting in i u drafting. We share
it for others to review when they are
faced with a similar situation.

12

RE: Trial Cause No. 32036, 18thJudicial District, Johnson County
Court of Appeals No. 10-98-00034-CR
v. State of Tevas
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:

S~ncerely,
William G. Mason
Attorney at Law

=-

S&

William G. (Bill) Mason
i s an associate with

F
L
-

Licmn~rcs, Hallman,
Pritchard, GP Baker,
P.C. He is Board
Certified in Criminal

Through the joint efforts of TCDL.4. AAI. and

Policy Highlights
Easy to read policy

National Casually Insurance Company
(Rated A+15 by A.M. Best). TCDLA Members

r Unlimited prior acts coverage available

have access to outstanding coverage a t

r Covers all legal and notary services

highly competitive rates.

r Up to $5.000 may be paid annually with. no
deductible for defense of disciplinary
proceedings

Today you can obtain numerous quotes for
professional liability insurance. Make sure

V Innocent insured protection

one of these quotes is from your association

r Duty to defend policy

sponsored program.

T

Annual Aggregate Deductible

r Insured's consent required to settle claims
TCDLA has recognized fluctuating trends in

30-day free "Extended Reporting Period" with

this area and is working hard to stabilize

options to 60 months

premiums for many years to come.
For information please reply to:

AAI
800 Interchange Blvd., Suite 101
Austin, Texas 78721
Phone: 5 l2/389-062:

Fax: 512/385-9632
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T h m m S, Berg, FFst hsi&antFederd Pub& DefenHer,.
submitted the fallewing Uotian to Dismis~,
which churas swcceJJlfu1.inthe cme he descPibes here.
"lnAptil1993, a federal complaint and arrest wamna were issued in Houston alleging that
my client, Jose Antonio DeLeon, and his son-in-law conspired and possmed with intent to
distribute marijuana. Both lived in Latedo. The son-in-law ptomptlywaspicked up by the DEA
in Laredo but Mr. DeLeon a truck-driver by trade, was not at home when &~cers came to his
h o w The officem spoke with a woman caring for somesmall ehildren at the hailer home and
told her that they were looking for Mr. DeLeon and would he please surrender himself to them
at their office in Latedo when he returned. A b s t m grand jnry indicted the defendants in
May 1993, and anew watrantisuedon the indictment forMr. W o n , Meanwhile,Mt. DeLeonk
son-in-law was transpored to Houston where he eventually pleaded guilty and wassent off to
prison.
"Mr. DeLeoncminued living at the trailer home in Laredofor another year until he and his
family comple~edbuildings new house, also in Laredo. Oncehe moved, he had hisvtilities,TV
cable service and telephone service rransferred to the new address, Notably, he kept the same
listed phone number in the telephone diaectory. About two yean lam, Mr. DeLeon had to
renew his resident alien card and received cornpmdenee from the Department of Justice,
Iminigration and Natusalization Service, at his new address insmcting him to renew his card.
He did so, Additionally, Mr. DeLeon retired from trucking and got a part-time job across the
bdtder in Reynosa tending bar. He crossed theinternational bridge (and passed through Immi*
gration and Customs) on almosr a daily basis.
"In June 1998, Mr. DeLeon was stopped by a Laredo police officer for a traffic offense and
when a warrants check was mde, was found to be a hg~civein the NCIC. The day a f m Mr.
Dekon was arraigned in Houston in July 199i3,I filed the attached motion to dismiss. On
September 3, 15198, District Judge Sim Lake conducted an evidentiary hearing on themotion.
The government offered the testimony of a Laredo DEA agent that he went by the house on
rime in 1993 with the warram on the complainthut q l d n o t remember who hespoke wlrh. A
deputy United States Marshall wha had worrked underwer in the case w i n s t Mr. Deteon
introduced t k Marshall's lag ofevents. It was almost enriretywhitespacesincethetenever had
been any &ort to serve the warrant dn the i n h m e n t agitimt Mr. DeLeon. In response I introduced records from the 1N9 about the mnewal of Mr. M e o n ' s resident aliin c a d (shwving hi
correct addressl, power a d cable TV bills showing his account and addrea information and,
mdst damning of a l l six consecutive years of Laredo phone books with Mr. D e h n 5 name,
addrw and phone number Fer all the world tasee

'Thedi~trict-cou~foundrhgg0~e~nmgn~~e~igent1~
ausd~hs$e1ayinh~ingi~gM&eh@onto CMII~,that fault lay entirely with the gaVeTnmctnt since there was no evidence that Mr.
DeLeon knew d the charges against him (mindful of t h k~ t that hts son-in-iaw was convicted
and sentenced on the same charge;~1,that Mr. D b o n ' s aaerrhn of his speedy nialclaim was
timely, and that the governmenr had not rehutted a pmumption of prejudice caused by the
exttaodinarydelay. The case was dismissed with prejudbe. Thegovernment baadecided not to
appeal.

"This case is a useful reminder char the constitutional right to a speedy ma1 has several
camponents. Although it is very hard to prevail on a claim &at delay after arrest viokred the
S i d Amendment, delay in getting a r m e d attributable to the government" negligence CFeate6 asubstantial remedy?
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
HOUSTON DIVISION
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CR- NO- H-93-150
JOSE ANTONIO DELEON

8
§

DEFENDANT'S MOTION T O DISMISS
Defendant, Jose Antonio DeLeon, by and through the Federal Public Defender, moves to
dismiss the indictment for violation of his Sixth Amendment r~ghtto a speedy trial, as follows:
1. Mr. DeLeon was indicted by the grand jury on May 12, 1993, for various marijuanatrafficking offenses. A warrant issued on May 13, 1993, commanding his arrest. Mr. DeLeon was
arrested by state authorities on anunrelated traffic offense in June 1998in Laredo, Texas, turned over
to federal authorities, and made an initial appearance before the magistrate judge on June 9, 1998..
He was arraigned in Houston, Texas on July 6, 1998, and entered a plea of not guilty.
2. Mr. DeLeon is a resident alien with an eighth grade education in Mexico. He speaks
predominantly Spanishand has hadno significant contact with the judicialsystem before his arrest in
this case. He is fifty-nine years old and suffers from ulcers and a hiatal hernia which causes uncontrollable belching. He is married and has raised six children.
3. More than five years elapsed between the return of the indictment in this case and Mr.
DeLeonb traffic arrest and delivery into federal custody. During this extended period, Mr. DeLeon
lived openly at his home at 4554 Santa Anita Loop in Laredo, renewed his resident alien card with
the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service, and otherwise lived a normal life in Laredo,
oblivious to the pending indictment against him. Mr. DeLeon maintained numerous accounts including light, cable and telephone service in his name (his listed phone number is 956.723.9879).
No police officers ever came by looking for him or leaving messages with family members. The government was utterly negligent in its failure to bring Mc DeLeon before the Court in a timely fashion.

4. In determining whether post-indlctmentdelay violated the Sixth Amendment, the Court
must make four inquiries: "whether delay before trial was uncommonly long, whether the government or the criminaldefendant is more to blame for that delay, whether, in due course, the defendant
asserted his right to a speedy trial, and whether he suffered prejudice as the delay's result." Doggert u.
United States, 505 U.S. 647,651 (1992) citing Barker u. Wingo, 407 US. 514,530 (1972)
5. Post-accusation delay has been found to be "presumptively prejudicial" as it approaches
one year. See e.g. United States u. Lwien, 61 E3d 366, 371 (YhCir. 1995) ("This Circuit generally
requires a delay ofone year to trigger speedy trial analysis."). In this case, the delay is five times that
presumed to be prejudicial, thus the speedy trial inquiry is triggered.
6. The government has no evidence suggesting that Mr. DeLeon knew that he was indicted
and, in fact, Mr. DeLeon lived openly in Laredo, even to the extent of replacing his resident alien
card with the INS during the five-year period. Mr. DeLeon has no blame for the delay in bringing
him to court.
6. Mr. DeLeon brings this motion for relief within twenty-four hours of his arraignment and
plea of not guilty; he would have done so sooner had it not taken nearly a month for him to be
transferred from Laredo to Houston after his arrest.

7. In this case, the five-year delay is both extraordinary and inexcusable. The presumption
of prejudice to Mr. DeLeon'sdefense is neither "extenuated" nor "rebutted." Doggerr, 505 U.S. at 658.
See United States u. Shell, 974 E2d 1035, 1036 (1992) (Applying Doggert analysis to five-year delay
caused by lost government file and concluding that "strong presumption of prejudice" was not rebutted). The delay has impaired Mr. DeLeon's ability to defend himself.
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PRAYER
For these reasens, Mt, DdeDn prays that the Court find &tit the government's unjuxified
andmtcaordiharydelay in bringing him to rtialvioIam3his 3ixthArilendmentrEigcoa w e Q y trial
and &tit the indictmat be&smlmd ruiith ptejudtce.
kpectfullp submired,

FOR TI lE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
HOUSTON DIVISION

CR.NO.H-93-150

ORDER

Bane this

day of

,1498,

UNITED STATES DISTRICTJUDGE
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Technical Note: Intoxilyzer 5000
Testing in the Midrange Infrared with Techniques Suitable
For Low Resolution Testing in the Near Infrared1
By: Maurice D. Healy

I

3 . 3 9 ~it is the envelope of the bulb acting as a radiation
source, not the tungsten filament. The
wave lengthdistribution and intensity is
then dependent on
the temperature of
envelopes5, which is
n o t altogether a
funct~onof t h rem~

62"F; 195" K is equal to about -108°F and
77O K is equal to about -320eF). As a prac.

allow the machine to measure the difference
between the subjects breath w ith and withtical matter, the detector is likely to be out alcohol and the limitations of the equipwarmer than 62- F after the Intoxilyzer ment d~scribedby the DPS experts and the
warms up. A t least, in theory, the detector patent on the Intoxilyzer, any close correlashould not work in the range indicated by tion between breath alcohol and the result
the patents on the Intoxilyzer.
printed by the machine is more coinc~dence
To filter out the unwanted infrared ra- than the result of a faithful apphcation of
diation, the Intoxilyzer is dependent on sound scientific theory.
something called: "Narrow Bandpass FIIters." These th~ngsare essentially interferEnd Notes
ometers. A n mterferometer is a device
Information about the light source, the
whichsplitsup lightand sendspartof itover I
bandpass finen and the detectorare taken from
a longer path before recombining it. Since United States Patent Number:4,587,427.Talb0tt et Al..
the radiation has a positive and a negative Breath Anaber, togetller with information obtained
phase, where the incident to mv
, .wactice.
MICTO~S,
equal to I W meters A ~unnr
I
WII
negative
phase of 2
one part comes at the be converted to micmns to Mke the paper as easy
ar possibleto follow
same time as the
Robert G.Whie,Handbook of InduNial
positive phase of the l n f , , d h a b i.s , p.
Press NewYork
. 4s. (pienurn
.
other it cancels itself 1964).
10"
David R Lide, ed..CRC Handbook of
out. If both positive 4
phases come to- Chemisvy and Phyrics, p 10-3 19. (CRC Press, b c a
gether, it is rein- 5&ton. 1994).
1 a9
b n Simon. Infrared Radiation. p 14 (D.
forced. The in- Van Nostrand Co., lnc.. Princeton. 1966).
tended wave lengths 6
Id.. p. 43.
7
Visible
lkht is in ihe range from 0.6~to
pass
as
well
as
the
0
I 2 3 4
5 6
Wavelength in muons
harmonics; that is 0.4p.wave length.
Effen of cookng on spectral response of o shorter waves will be
lead selenide photoconductive detector. re~nforcedaswell, so

have heard about the lntoxilyzer 5000,
"it's proven scientific theory" and "it is
always right," a few too many times.
The first time 1 listened to a DPS Technical Supervisor talk about nsmg the
Intoxilyzer 5000 to test for alcohol using
n a wave length of
infrared r a d ~ a t ~ owith
3.48~': I was convinced that there was a
problem. As a practical matter, incandescent light bulbs don't radiate in that range.
They are not useful as a radiat~onsourcefor
wave lengths above 3p3. A quartz envelope for the ~ncandescentbulb only exacerbates the problem, because quartz 1sopaque
to ~nfraredabove 0 . 7 ~ ~If .the Intoxilyzer

1

Y
+
;
\

The initial problem caused by the radiation source is only enhanced by the attempt
o n the part of the makers of the Intoxilyzer
5000 to use a photo detector; specifically a
lead se[enide photoconductive detector to
measure the absorption of radiation in the
4pto3.39prange. ~h~ longer the wave the
less energy the radiation has and the less
likely it is to have an effect on a photo detector. w h e n the wave length limit is
reached, the response drops off sharply unti1 nothing is registered by the
detector. A lead se[enide detector can be cooled
to
it to detect infrared in the indi.
range. ~i~~~~1 .M
the detection range of a lead selenide detector at
ous temperatures. (290° K is equal to about

quarter wave energy and some other means
has to be used. In addition, an incandescent bulb puts out much more radiation at
1.74Hand 0.87~"wave lengths and the detector is sensitive to either the half wave or
quarter wave. It follows that the lntoxilyzer
is testing for something in the near infraMaurice D. Healy h s a
red. It may even be registering an absorp.
B.S.
in Zoology w~tha
tion peak for ethanol, but it is not testing
minor
in Chemistry anda
inaccordance withscientific theory putforJ.D.
from
Texas Tech
ward by its Proponents.
has
practiced
law since
He
F i n a k the Intoxiber is warm. Every1973.
Since
1985
he has
thing in it radiates in the infrared. All the
been
a
sole
practitioner
in
radiation in the functional range of the deNacogdoches,
Texas.
tector is ready as well as the energy from
the intended radiation source. Between the The rnajaty of his prnctice is the d e h e of
absence of a control sample which would citizens accused of crimes.

/d

I
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Knox Jones
George F. ttrqtrctte
D ~ v i A.
3 Nix
Don R. Wilson, JY.
-

-

please consider a memorial giftto TCDLEI in the name of t h e s e o r o t h e r ~ ~members.
Dl~
Since ZDLEI
is a 501 (c)(3)
organization, your gift is taxdeductible. Send your donation t o the TCDLA office, 600 W. 13th Street, Austin, TX 78701.

APPLICATION FORTCDLA REFERRALS
TCDLA receives phone calls from individuals from time t o time looking for attorneys in a particular
geographic region o r seeking legal advice on various subjects which the home office does not provide. The
Board of Directors at the June 1998 Board meeting voted t o implement a referral system from the home
office. If you wish t o be placed on the referral list, you may do so by filling out this application and sending
it t o theTCDLA office. By doing so, you agree to contact the referral within 24 hours and notifyTCDLA
staff that you have done so. You are not obligated t o provide advice or take the case. You may also refer the
caller to other services or attorneys as needed. Indicate which area[s] of practice you wish to handle.
Name
Address

E-mail

D a t e licensed

Board Certified in Criminal
Areas:

ZIP

State

City

Law?

Yes

Prison, Parole, and Civil Rights

GeographicArea:

Statewide

No
General Criminal Law Specify Counties

INTERESTED?
Please fill out this form and fax it to theTCDLA office,
Attention Suzanne Donovan TCDLA FAX;. 512-469-9107
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30th!! CALL TODAY!
Call Stephanie Q 5121478-2514 for more information.....see you on the beach!
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Prosecutorial Misconduct
and
Double Jeopardy
By J. Craig Jett

I

n Bauderus. State, 921 S.W.M 696,699
(Tex. Crim. App. 1996), the Court of
Criminal Appeals held "that a successiveprosecution is jeopardy barred after declaration of a mistrial at the defendant's request, notonly when the objectionableconduct of the prosecutor was intended co induce a motion for mistrial, but also when
the prosecutor was aware but recklessly disregarded the risk that an objectionable
event for which he was responsible would
require a mistrial at the defendant's request.
Under this rule the prosecutor
is accountable for mistrials properly granted hy
the trial judge when the events making the
mistrial necessary were of his own deliberate or reckless doing." Bauder is a remarkable decision because it departed from
United States Supreme Court precedent in
order to provide more protection to the citizen accused than the United States Constitution. InOregon us. Kennedy, 456U.S. 667,
l02SCt. 2083,72L.Ed.2d 416 (l982), the
Supreme Court held that where a mistrial
is granted due to prosecutorial misconduct,
a retrial is jeopardy barred only when the
attorney representing the government delibetatelysetout toprovoke the defendant's
motion for mistrial. The standard set forth
in Oregon us. Kennedy has been virtually
imposible to meet. Indeed, at the time of
the BaudPrde&ion,_the~e_wasnot a single
reported case where the defendant was able
to bear the burden of showing that the mistrial was the result of intentional conduct
by the prosecutor intended to cause a mi*
trial.' A majority of the Court of Criminal
Appeals, recognizing the impassibility of the
Kennedy standard, invoked Helcman us.
Stare, 815 S.W.2d 861 (Tex. Crim. App.
1991), and held that the Double Jeopardy
Clause of the Texas Constitution required
a different standard The Court held that
where the conduct of the prosecutor results

...
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in a mistrial and that conduct is deliberate, (Tex. Crim. App. 6/10/98) (Bauder 11). The
or the prosecutor is reckless about whether Court of Criminal Appeals granted d~screor not his conduct would result in a mis- tiomry review in Bawler 11 "to determine
trial, then the Double Jeopardy Clause of whether the Fourth Court of Appeals apthe Texas Constitution bars retrial of the plied the cotrecr standard of law in deterdefendant.
miningthedouble jeopardy provisionsof the
The Court of Criminal Appeals' decision Texas Constitution do not bar re-trial of
in Bat& was by avote of five to four. With Appellant's case." Ex paw Bauder, supra.
the khang=in the make up of the Court in The Court of Criminal Appealsreversed the
1997, there has been muchspeculation that San Antonio Court of Appeals holding that
theBauder holding would he abandoned and the Court of Appeals applied an incorrect
the Court would adopt the Oregon us. standard when reviewing the trial court's
Kennedy holding as the state constitutional grant of the defendant's request for a misstandard. Indeed, the Court of Criminal trial due to prosecutorial misconduct. The
Appeals has declined to extend Bauder. In test employed by the Court of Appealsasked
Davis us. State, 957 S.W.2d 9 (Tex. Crim. whether the trial court would have abused
App. 1997), the Court declined to apply its discretion if it had denied the motion
Bauder where a mistrial was granted due to for mistrial. The Court of Criminal Appeals
the prosecutor's simple negligence or mere found this test inapplicable because the trial
sloppinessand where a case was reversed on mutt had granted the motion for mistrial.
appeal due to objectionableconduct of the The Court of Criminal Appeals held that
prosecutor. In Ex pmte Mitchell, No. 1493- the "question is not the correcmess of the
96,1997 WL 716683 (Tex. Crim. App. 111 ruling grantmg the mistrial. The question
19/97, reh. den.), the Court of Criminal under the DoubleJeopard Clause is whether
Appeals declined to bar recrial of a capital the defendant truly consented to the mismurder defendant whose conviction had uial." Exparre Bauderat 1998 WL 300497,
been reversed due to the intentional sup- *2. In reversing the Court of Appeals, the
pression of exculpatory evidence by the Court of Criminal Appeals reiterated the
Smith County Distrlct Attorneys Ofice.
holding of Bauder I stating, "we held that a
Although the Court of Criminal Appeals subsequent prosecution may be jeopardy
has declined to extend the tationale of batred after declaration of a mistrial if the
Bauderudert~other-circumstances88ithashasnot
- ob)ectiona&
conduct-of-the prosecuting
retreatedfrom its holding. In Hemandezus. attorney was intended to induce a motton
State, 953 S.W.Zd 275,285 (Tex. Crim. App. for mistrial, or if 'the prosecutor was aware
1997), pursuant m the Balrderdecaion, the but consciously disregarded the risk that an
Court of Criminal Appeals held that the objectionable event for which he was reSan Antonio Court of Appeals erred when sponsible would require a mistrial at the
~tstatedtharArticle1, Sec. 14 and theFifth defendant's request.' Baudrr, 921 S.W.2d at
Amendment generallyafford the same pro- 699". Exparte Bauder, 998 WL300947,'1.
tections. More recently, Suntuel Baudet's "Therefore the questions presented in this
case returned to the Court of Criminal Ap. case are on the one hand, whether the
pealson appeal b m proceedings subsequent appellantb motion for mistrial was a choice
toBauderus. Stare, supra (BauderI).
Exparre he made in response to ordinary reversible
Bawler, No. 0079-97, 1998 WL 300947 error in order to avoid conviction, appeal,

that contained exculpatory evidence until
the punishment phase of the trial, resulting
in a mistrial. The Court of Appeals found
that retiial was not jeopardy barred because
the prosecutor's failure to provide the exculpatory material was not intentional or
grossly negligent. The trial occurred prior
to Bauder, but the appeal afterwards. Illustrative, although not authoritative," is the
unpublished opinion of Darthard us. State,
1998 WL427232 (Tex. App. -Dallas 1998,
no pet.), where a mistrial was granted when
a police officer testified about a matter that
the prosecutor hadspecifically informed him
not to mention due to'an instruction from
the Court. Retrial wasnot barred because
the error was not the fault of the prosecutor
himself, but of the prosecution witness.
Unlikea Brady violation where theconduct
of the police is attributable to the prosecution, Bauder applies only to the conduct of
the prosecutor. Brashear us. State, supra at
1998 WL 318686, *3; Ex parte Dauis, 957
S.W.2d 9, 13 (Tex. Crim. App. 1997).
There is only one reported case where
an appellatecourt has held that aretrial was
barred pursuant to Bas&. That case is State
us. Lee, 971 S.W.2d 553 (Tex. App. Dallas
1997, pet. filed), where the trial judge3
granted a mistrial due to the opening statement of the prosecutor that commented on
the defendant's exercise of his right to remain silent and invocation of his right to
counsel.' The trial judge concluded that as
a result of the prosecutor's statement "(1)
declaring a mistrial was manifestly necessary to ensure appellee a fair trial, (2) instructing the jury to disregard would have
been insufficient to cure the error, and (3)
the statement would be interpreted by the
jury as evidence 'of [appellee's] knowledge
ofhis ownguilt."'State us. Lee, supra at 556.
The State sought to retry Mr. Lee. The defense filed an application for writ of habeas
corpus contending that since jeopardy had
attached at the time the mistrial was declared, retrial was barred by the double jeop.
ardy prohibitions of the Fifth Amendment
and Article I, Section 14 of theTexas Constitution as interpreted in Bauder us. State.
A hearing was conducted on the application for writ of habeas corpus prior to the
next trial setting. Testimony was presented
by the defense and the prosecution a t the
heating. After heating the evidence, the
trial judge denied the defendant relief under the Fifth Amendment, but granted the
writ pursuant to the DoubleJeopardy Clause
of Article 1, Section 14 of the Texas Constitutionand the Bauderdecision. TheState
appealed.

-
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dant had met both prongs of the Bauder test,
the Court of Appeals affirmed the trial
coutt's order barring retrial of the defendant.
In order for defense counsel to protect
his client from prosecutorial misconduct,
the first step is to immediately and specifically call the trial court's attention to the
misconduct by lodging an objection. Defense counsel must secure a ruling on the
objection, must ask that the jury be instructed to disregard the error, must ask for
a mistrial and must secure a ruling on those
requests. If a mistrial is granted after jeopardy has attached, then the defendant must
file an application for writ of habeas corpus
prior to a retrial contending that he is being twice held in jeopardy for the same offense in violation of Article 1,Section 14 of
In order for
the Texas Constitution. As long as Bawkr
is
the law in Texas, there is no point in raisdefense counsel to
ing a claim under the Fifth Amendment
because, as previously noted, the federal
protect his client from
standard is virtually impossible to meet and
the state constitution provides the best
prosecutorid
chance for relief. A hearing on the applimisconduct,
cation must be conducted. The applicant1
defendant has the burden of proof in the
the &st step is
habeas proceeding. Ex parte Primrose, srcpra; State us. Shastid, 940 S.W.2d 405, 407
to immediately and
(Tex. App. -Fort Worth 1997, no pet.); Ex
parte Zauala, 900 S.W.2d 867, 870 (Tex.
specificaflycall the
App. Corpus Christi 1995, no per.). The
applicant must be prepared to go forward
trial court's attention
with legal authorities and evidence in support of his Bauder claim.
to the misconduct
Whether a mistrial was properly granted
b y lodging
is a mixed question of law and fact. State
us. Lee, supra at 556; Waldo us. State, 746
an objection.
S.W.2d 750, 753 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988);
Dubose us. State, 915 S.W.2d 493, 496-97
(Tex. Crim. App. 1996). Defense counsel
should be prepared to present legal authorities that show the prosecutor's conduct concomment on appellee's invocat~onof his stituted legal error and to present evidence
right tocounsel!' State us. Lee, supraat 556. and factual argument that under the circumThe appellate court then concluded "that stances of the case the error could not be
the prosecutor's comment was so prejudi- cured by an instruction to disregard. Waldo
cial that it could not have been cured by an us. State, supra; State us. Lee, supra at 56.
instruction to disregard." Id. The Court of The more obvious and egregious the error,
Appeals thus held that the record supported the less likely it can be cured by instruction
the trial court's dec~sionto grant the mis- and the more likely the prosecutor will be
trial. The Court of Appeals then reviewed found to have been reckless in committing
the evidence to determine if the prosecutor the error.
was reckless about whether her conduct
Whether the prosecutor's conduct was
would require a mistrial. The evidence on reckless is a question of fact, "falling pecuthat issue was primarily the prosecutor's ex- liarly within the province of the trial court."
perience as a lawyer. The Court of Appeals State us. Lee, supra at 557. The circumfound the trlal judge's conclusion that the stances surrounding the misconduct, the
prosecutor had been "reckless" in mak~ng prosecutor's experience, knowledge and
her statement to the jury was supported by state of mind are matters about which dethe record. Having found that the defen- fense counsel should offer evidence at the
In reviewing the trial court's order, the
Court of Appealsemployed the two-pronged
test prescribed by Bauder, according deference to the trial court's findings and conclusions and viewing the evidence in the
light most favorable to the trial judge's ruling. State us. Lee, supraat556; ExparteMay,
852 S.W.2d 3 , 5 (Tex. App. Dallas 1993,
pet. ref.). As required by Bauder, thecourt
of Appeals first determined that granting the
mistrial was proper. The Court of Appeals
found that "the prosecutor's statement was
clearly improper because it constituted a

-

-

habeas hearing. To prepare to present such
evidence, investigate the prosecutor. Prepare to call the prosecutor as a witness as he
or she may provide your best evidence at
the hearing. In Lee, defense counsel established through the testimony of the prosecutor that she had been practicing law for
12 years; had worked as a prosecutor for six
years; had handled 85 jury trials; was board
certified in criminal law; had averaged 20
hours a year of continuing legal education;
and previously had three or four cases end
in mistrials which were not the result of a
jury not being able to reach a verdict. Independent sources of infonnation about the
prosecutor are other lawyers in his or her
city of practice; state bar records, including
MCLE records; the Board of Legal Specialization; case reports (run a computer search
on his or her name); local district or county
clerk records (again, run a computer search
for his or her name). The more experience
a prosecutor has, the more knowledge he or
she should be charged with having. The
experienced prosecutor may be held to a
higher standard than the novice and be expected to "have known better." Indeed, in
Lee, the Court of Appeals concluded that
the trial court could properly have found
that "this seasoned prosecutor" was aware
of but consciously disregarded the risk that

End Notes
her conduct would require mistrial. State
JudgeBairdnoted that his own independent
us. Lee, supra at 557. As the trial judge's
research failed to reveal asinglecasewheretheKennedf
ruling was supported by the facts and the burden- met Baudervs.5tote.svprnat701 n.l.Baird,
law, it was affirmed.
I. conruning.
In response to the decision in State us.
"Opinions not designated for publicationb/
Lee, two petitions for discretionary review the court of appeals have no precedenth1value and
have been filed. The petition of the Collin mustnotbe cited as authorrty by counsel or by a court:'
Rule 47.7.Tex R App. Pro.
County District Attorney's Office chalThe Honorable John Roach, then judge of
lenges the Court of Appeals'conclusion that the 199th DiNict Court, now a justice on the F~fth
the mistrial was properly granted and that District Court ofAppealr.
There ha since been an unpublisheddecirm
the prosecutor was reckless in her conduct.
from
theThird
Court alAppealr dismissing for want of
The State Prosecuting Attorney's petition
junrdictiontheState'sappeal afa Baderdismissal. State
asks the Court of Criminal Appeals to re- us. King. No 03-97-00366~CR1998 WL 207590 flex.
consider and overrule Bauder vs. State. App. -Austin 04/30,98,no pet).
There is not a good reason to overrule
Ba~der. The Courts of Appeal, as shown
above, have construed Bauder very strictly.
Bauder has not resulted in aflood ofdismissJ. Craig Jett practices in
als. One dismissed case does not constitute
Dallas and is Of Counan urgent or compelling reason to abandon
sel
to the firm of McColl
precedent and disturb what has become a
and McColloch. He is
settled principle of law. McGlohlin us. State,
board certified in crimi896 S.W.2d 183,188-189(Tex. Crim. App.
nal law by the Texas
1995). The Court of Criminal Appeals has
Board of Legal Specialnot indicated a willingness to extend Bauder.
ization, apast president
Neither have its recent decisions provided
of the Dallas Criminal
an indication that the Court is willing to
Defense
Law
ers
Association
and a current
y
reverse Bauder. Hopefully, the Court of
member
of
the
TCDLA
Board
of Directors.
Criminal Appeals has more respect for stare
decisis and its own constitutional decisions He is trial and appellate counsel for the defendant in State us. Lee.
than does the State. Stay tuned! 6%

F U S H : TCDLA member
wins a rozznd in West Texas

A

O n August 38, 1998, Pat Barber, through his attorneys, James
Texas state district judge, Suzanne Qvington, temporarily enjoined inOctober theTexas Department ofTrans C. Barber of Dallas, and Joe K. Crews of Austin, filed a lawsuit
portation from enforcing the Texas Highway Beautifica- against TxDot, in the District Court of Travis County, Texas,-asktion Act (Tex. Transp. Code Section391.031) against West Texas ing for Temporary Injunction, Declaratory Judgment and Permanent Injunction against the state agency, claiming that the statute
attorney andTCDLA member Pat Barber.
as
written and as enforced is an unconstitutional infringement of
On June 26,1998, Barber organized the erection of an 8' by 16'
billboard on his private land adjoining Interstate 20, near Colo- his rights of free speechunder the Texas and United States Constirado City, Texas. The sign was raised in response to the unprec- tution.
A temporary injunction was requested in order to stop the state
edented numbers of interstate travelers being pressured into searches
of their vehicles by state police officers. The sign states, ''Just Say from attempting to fine Mr. Barber $1,000 per day, pending a final
No to Searches!", and lists a phone number dedicated to an an- decisionon the merits. A hearing was held on September 24,1998,
swering machine that relates a two minute public service message one day before TxDOT's deadline, and at its conclusion, the Court
about citizens' constitutional rights against unreasonable searches. (Judge Suzanne Covington, 201"Judicial District Court of Travis
Four days later the Texas Department of Transportation (Abilene County, Texas) requested briefs and took the matter under adviseDivision) sent Mr. Barber a letter demanding removal of the sign ment. O n October 16, 1998, an Order was signed by Judge
and threatening civil and criminal penalties. The statute provides Covington.
Further information about the sign and newspaper articles,
for fines up to $1,000 per day. This enforcement action was taken
against Mr. Barber, even though there were many other roadside downloadable photos and related events s receding the free speech
signs in the county which had not been in compliance with the challengeagainst thestate can be obtainedfro~nPatBarber's website
statute for years. Eventually, TxDot set a final deadline of Septem- address: hhtp://justsayno.home.ml.org.or by emailing him at
pbarber@bitstreet.com. 62
ber 25, 1998, for the removal of the sign.
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The Application of the
"Known and Potential Rate of Errorss Criterion
the Standardized
of Field Sobriety
By James L. Booker, Ph.D.

Preliminary Comment on the
Nature of "Intoxication"

'

Before beginning a discussion of sobriety tests, it is necessary to comment on the
definitions of intoxication. In the first half
of this century, intoxicated driving was simply aspecific form of public intoxicationdrivers who did not have the normal use of
mental and physical faculties by reason of
the introduction of alcohol. The point at
which these faculties were impaired was
eventually correlated with the concentration of alcohol in the subject's blood, about
0.15 to 0.20 BAC% (blood alcohol concentration expressed as a weight/volume percentage). The correlation was good enough
that an unrebutted chemical assay became
accepted as sufficient evidence to establish
impairment or intoxication. Later, in the
1960s,studiesofaccidentstatistics made by
the American Medical Association' and a
1963 research project headed by Robert
Borkenstein', inventor of the Breathalyzer,
led the federal government to recommend
a lower universal standard of 0.10 BAC%
as the criterion for intoxication. A serious
problem then arose because with the change
to 0.10 BAC%, the correlation between
"not having the normal use ..." and the specific concentration of alcohol necessary to
prove the legal term, "intoxication," was
broken. The two terms had become entirely
distinct mattersrequiringdifferentstandards
of justification and proof, the former being
based on observed behavior and the latter
being justifiedpurely by statistics. Manyscientists and most attorneys still do not appreciate the dichotomy that exists between
the two definitions of intoxication, so their
thoughw and writings become conhtsed, the
most common example being the charging
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of a defendant with the crime of "not having the normal use of his mental and physical faculties by reason of having an alcohol
concentration of .10 or more."

Introduction

Gaze Nystagmus Test" (HGN), was created
especially for use in the Standardized Battery of Field Sobriety Tests. Evaluations of
the reliability of the HGN test have invariably referred to validation data within tbe
SCRI or NHTSA publications, and there
are no significant, peer-reviewedstudies that
corroborate those original validations. The
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
uncritically accepted several unsupported
conclusions of the test battery's developers
and issued an opinion on the HGN test in
Emerson w . State" in which it imputed to
the test a higher reliability than it deserved.
The court can hardly be faulted in this matter because some of the flaws in the research
are well hidden from scientifically untrained
eyes; e.g., the bias introduced into the study
test when subjects who suffered from natural nystagmus in the absenceof any ingested
alcohol were intentionally removed from
the general population of test subjects prior
to conducting the tests from which the reliability figures were obtained12.

In recent years, both the federal3 and
state4 courts have come to appreciate the
importance of using "the known or potential rate of error" inherent in scientific tests
to evaluate the opinions of experts. Because
science has always acknowledged uncertainty, and all scientific disciplines rest on a
tradition of repeated experimentation,
evaluation of error, and revision of opinion
called the "scientific method," complying
with the new standards of thecourts has not
created an additional burden for responsible
scientists. Whether it is a problem for the
trial courts is hard to tell because most give
the matter little consideration prior to granting the judicial nihil obstat to the state's
evidence. A typical example of an issue to
which the courts have given only cursory
examination is the elevation of roadside
sobriety testsfrom simple tools for determin- Intended U s e of SFST
ing probable cause to suspect intoxication
Because theSFST is intended to be used
todefinitive evidence to prove intoxication. as a battery, and because the reliability data
In Texas, police officers administer a se- within the SCRI documents are complete
ries of three roadside sobriety tests known only when the tests are considered as a
as the "Standardized Battery of Field Sobri- group, the focus of the rcmainder of this arety Tests" (SFST) to people suspected of ticle will be on the comprehensive test batdriving while intoxicated. This battery was tery. Although the reliability data from the
developed by a contract laboratory, the SCRI tests do not apply ~ e r f e c tto
l ~the tests
Southern California Research In~titute',~ being used by police officers to enforcc Texas
(SCRI), then adopted, revised,and promul- DWI laws, they represent the best approxigated by the U.S. Department of mation that can be made. In the following
Transportation's National Highway Trans- exposition, no credence will be given to any
portation Safety Administration ',8~9.'o of the NHTSA documents because the re(NHTSA).
port of Anderson, et al, as noted in "The
One of the three tests, the "Horizontal Field Test Paradox'j," is lacking in data,

poorly documented, and technically flawed. The two NHTSA
training manuals offer no additional scientific insight, so they contribute nothing to understanding& reliability of the method, and
the other cited document is strictly administrative in nature.
Known and Potential Error
"Known or potential rate of error of a particular scientific technique" obviously refen to two criteria. The first, the known rate of
error, IS an evaluation based on data derived in controlled testmg
eonditions. The second, potential rate of error, is an estimate that
includes significant assumptions m addition to experimentalfacts.
The Emerson court did not differentiate between the two, and on
variousoccasions treated them as being synonymous.

tion on the basis of hlood alcohol concentration, the authors of
the second SCRI report concluded?
1. "...officers correctly classified 81% of the time."
2. "The officers' classifications included 9% false positives and
10% false negatives.
3. "[the officers] did an excellent job of interpreting the test
scores!'
[From thescstatements,a reasonable person would probably conclude that a competent ~ o l i cofficer
e
using the SFST would, with
respect to sobriety or intoxication, accurately classify 81 out of every 100drivers he tested, that he wouLd misclassi~9 sober drivers
as being mtoxicated, and that he would also misclassify 10 inmxicated drivers as being sober. This statement is one of "known rate
of error" because it is based on experimental measurement.]
The statements can be verified by comparing them to the actual experimental results from whlch they are derived. The published reliib~lit~
figuresz1 from data arepresented in table 8 of that
reportZ'(reconstnrctbelow):

T h e Reliabilit y of HGN and SFST as Seen by t h e
Emerson Court
In Emerson, the court accepted the NHTSA claim that a combined score on the walk-and-turn and HGN tests could be used
with 80% reliability to determine whether a person's blood alcohol content was greater or less than 0.10 BAC%. Because the only
TABLE 8
background for this claim is the apocryphal phrase, "A table was
DECISION MATRIX FUR POLICE OFFICERS
developed...,14" it is necesary to look farther back into the development of the test battery to find the information required for a
OFFICER ESTIMATED BAC
rigorous evaluation: The present form of the test battery is essentially described in the second and final SCRl document by Tharp,
e t al, which contains all the elements of the current field test, with
the exception of the "decision table.'' It describes the originof the
horizontal gaze ngstaginus (HGN) test as we now know it, and it
claims essentially the same reliability the present test claims about 80% correct discrimination between intoxicated and nonintoxicated drivers where intoxication is defined as 0.10% alcohol
i n the blwd. This is consistent with, and directly applicable to,
one part of Texas DWI law (alcohol concentration equal to or
FALSE
A
d09b
CORRECT
n=316 SS%
FnsITIvE
L
greater than 0.10)i5,' but cannot be reconciled or applied to the
REJECTION
n-33
other part (not having the normal use of mental and physical fac0
n = ll8
63 %
ulties)I6. Had the Emerson court recognized that "intoxication" B
within the context of the SCRI and NHTSA publications refers
only to a numerical value of blood alcohol concentration, never to
impairment or 1wof faculties, it could have avoided the internal
inconsistency of endorsing the test on the basis of its accuracy for
quantifying blood alcohol; i.e., "...the HGN test, by itself, has been
I
found to result in a correct determination of intoxication approxiT h e Known Reliability of SFST
mately 77% of the time. ... When the results of the HGN test ate
as Proved in the Experimental Data
considered in conjunction with the walk and turn test, the accuStarting with only the facts pubhshed in the paper, we find:
racy of the HGN test isenhanced to approximately 80% of the test
subjects, 17" a citation of reliability where "correct determinat~on"
0
1. that of 125 people whose blood alcohol was equal to or
i n the SCRl report addresses intoxication only in terms of the quantity of alcohol in the defendant's blood ("...the expected accuracy greater than 0.10 BAC%, 45 8 were wrongly classified, so the
ofcorrectly dasslfyingsubjects as above or below .lo% was 80%'8.") officers had a 36% rate of error when classifying intoxicated subthen proscribing the use of the test for this purpose, i.e., "A witness jects, and
may not use the HGN evidence to quantify the defendant's BAC
19.1,
2. that of 3 160 people whose blood alcohol was less than 0.10
The court simply ran into the fundamental defect of the SFST: BAC%, 38 8 were wrongly classified, so the officers had a 12%
Thesummary conclusions indicate a high degree of inherent accu- rate of error when classifyimgsober subjects.
racy, but the internal datadoes not support those claims. A careful
The error rates are misstated in the SCRI summary to make the
examination of those internal data will make clear the deceptive
test battery appear more reliable than it actually is. The published
nature of the accuracy claims.
summary dearly implies that only one out of every ten people
brought to trial on the basis of this test battery would be innocent;
T h e Known Reliability of SFST as Stated by Its
the other nine would be rightly accused. But that isn't the case.
Developers
SCRI
and NHTSA knew at the time their reports were published
Wrth respect to the ability of police officers to judge intoxica-
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that 68% 8-only two out of every three
people - would be guilty, and that onethird of the people arrested would be innocent -and that assumes the drivers will all
be tested by well- trained officersunder perfect laboratory conditions, neither of which
is a reasonable expectation. (The SCRI
"observers," presumably the best possible
gmders, fared no better in thelr evaluations': so the* is no justification whatsoever for the inflated aceuracy claims in
the summary.)
[SCRI actually found in their tests of
the SFST that 32% of the people that
trained police officers classified as intoxicated were actually sober. This is still a
statement of "known rate of error" because
it is based on experimental measurement.]
T h e Predicted Reliability of SFST
It is now possible to evaluate the potential e r m of the SFST in field use. To predicr reliability in the field, someassumptiom
are necessary to establish what constitutes
actual use conditions. For purposes of thii
discussion, the first of these assumptions is
that the average policeofficeris well mined
and that hewill classify drivers with exactly
the same accuracy that is claimed in the
SCaI report. The other assumptions are
involved in determining what constitutes
the driving public with which the officer
interacts
In this case, the two most important assumptions are:

1. that 2% of the drivers the officer sees
on the road have blood alcohol levels equal
to or greater thanO.lO%U,so for every l,CW
drivers he observes, 20 are intoxicated drivers and 980 are sober,
2. that this officer willstop every intoxi.
cated driver and administet to him the

SFST,
3. that the officer will stop 10% of the
sober
drivers for various reasons such as me-- - - - chanical or administrative violations
(burned out brake light, expired tags) and
'teasonablesuapicion" criteria (illegal turns,
lanedrift, inappropriatespeed),which may
have non-alcohol related causes such as
meezing, coughing, adjusting the radio,
tending a baby, etc. He will also administer
the SFST to these people.
What are the predicted results of these
tests?

I. The omcer is expected to be correct

64% of the time when testing intoxicated
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drivers, so he willcorrectlyarrest 13 of the
20 intoxicated drivers he stops, and he will
release the other seven.
2. The officer is expected to be correct
88% of the time when testing sober drivers, so he will correctly release 86 of 98
sober drivers he will test, and he will arrest
the other 12.
Overall, the officer will arrest 25
people, all of whom - in his best pmfessional opinion based on his ttaining and
he will swear to be intoxlexperience
cated since they were all scored in the same
manner and failed the same tests. Only 13
of these people will actually be guiky, so
he will be correct in 13 of 25 cases and
wrong in the other 12, which means that
his rate of e m r in applying the SFST in
the field is predicted to be 48%.
m o w we may conclude that in field
use the SPST will cause the arrest of almast as many sober drivers as intoxicated
ones. This is astatement of "predicted rate
of error" because it is based on both ert.
perimentat measurement and anticipated
field conditions.]
This analysis, incidentally, is called a
Bayesian Prediction because it is based on
"Bayes Theorem on ConditionatPmbabili-

-

ties!' Table 1 shows the percent error that
is to be found for various ratios of intoxicatedj'sober drivers when tested using the
SFST statistics.

Summary
Exactly what kind of mathematical trickery makes it appear that a testing procedure
claimed to be 81% accurate by theNational
Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
endorsed by the International Association
of Chiefs of Police, and used in every state
has a potential accuracy in the field no better than the 50150 oddsof a simple coin toss?
It isn't an illusion that makes this happen;
it is the size of the two groups that are being
tested.Therearevery few intoxicated drivers so, considering the number of drivers
and the poor reliability of the test for correctly classifying them, there are very few
people arrested. On the other hand, there
are a very large number of sober drivers
and a higher rate of correct classification so,
while the percentage oFthese sober drivers
mistakenly arrested for DWI is small, the
total number of people mistakenly arrested
is about the same aa the total number of intoxicated drivers correctly arrested.
Evaluations of potential error races require the use of hypothetical numbers, but

TABLE I: Predicted SFST Ermr Rate for Various Ratios of Intoxicated Driven
X DWl Driven
% %ber Driven
% E m r Expected
Stopped for T&
Stopped for Tert
0
100
100
I
91,
95
2
98
90
3
97
85
5
95
80
6
More Sober
94
75
7
driverarrerted 93
70
thanDWl
81
9
65
11
drivers
89
60
13
87
55
-84-50
19
81
45
8
22
More DWl
40
26
74
driven
35
30
70
arrested
30
36
64
than sober
25
43
57
drivers
20
52
48
15
63
37
10
78
22
5
IW
0
0

Ratio of Sober Drivers
to DM4 Dmen

-

9P:I
49: 1
33:1
19:l
161
I3:I

9:)
8:l
6.7:l
5:2+
431
35: 1
28:l
2.31
1.8:l
1.31
0.31
Q.6: 1
a:, I

-

-

regardless of what values are postulated,
these are the three facts to stress:

1. The intoxicateddriven wrtectly iden-
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THE FOLLOWING A RE SYNOPSESOF OPINIONS OF THE
APPEALTCOURTS LISTED BELOW, SEPTEMBER
THROUGH OXOBER
8,1998.
SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS REPORT WAS REPORTED BY
CYNTHIA L. HAMPTON, INTERIMEDITOR OF SDR
FOR THE VOICE.
WE INVITE ALL COMMENTS AND
CONSTRUCTIVE CRlTlCISM FROM OUR MEMBERS AND

VOICE READERS. PLEASE E.MAIL OR FAX
SUZANNE DONOVAN: suzannedOtcdla.co~n,
512-469-9107, OR FAX YOUR COMMENTS TO
VOICE EDITOR BILL ALLISON ~~512-472-8418.
.

Opinions reviewed of the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals,
Courts of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit, and U.S. Supreme Court,
Septe~nberlOctober1998
Cynthia L. Hampton, Interim Editor

Fifth Circuit
USA V. MUNOZ, No. 97-50427, Western Dlstrict of Texas,
9/16/98
Court holds in footnote, contrarv to state court interwetation, that
Texas blue warrant, (warrant of arrest issued based on parole
violation) is subject to probable cause analysis.

COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

Offense: Delivery of marijuana (2);
Sentence: 5 yrs + $5,000 fine
COA disposition: Reversed & remanded, punishment only (COA
cite: unpublished -Ft.Worth)
CCA disposition: Reversed & remanded
Opinion by: McCormick
Dissenting opinion by: Meyers, joined by Baird & Overstreet
Appellant entered open pleas of guilty which were accepted by
the trial court, and the cases were passed for a P S I . During sentencing, the State called Appellant as a witness, and she testified
after the trial court told her attorney it would "reflect very seriously on the court's decisions" if she did not. COA reversed for
resentencing, holding Appellant had not waived her 5th Amendment rights during the punishment phase, the privilege had remained in full force and effect, and the trial court had coerced
Appellant from rescinding her waiver of the right against self-incrimination. COA relied on CCA precedent which held the defendant has a separate 5th Amendment privilege at punishment
which is not waived by his decision to testify at guilt/innocence.
However, those cases involved trials in which the defendants had
pled not guilty, were convicted, and assessed punishment by a jury
in a separate proceeding. When the defendant enters a guilty plea
he is not entitled to a bifurcated trial. Rather, once the plea has
been entered, the proceeding becomes a "unitary trial" to determine punishment only. Therefore, the waiver of the privilege extends to thepunishment phase. Appellant executed a document
entitled "Defendant's Written Waiver of Rights", which included

waiverofherrightaga~nstse~f~incriminationandheragreemel
to

testify if called as a witness. Nothing indicated the waiver was
involuntary. COA erred when it held she was entitled to a bifurcated trial.

PDR Opinions
September 16, 1998
NELRIE BYRD CARROLL V. STATE, Nos. 935-97 & 93697, State's PDRs from Tarrant County
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ROBERT MICHAEL R E N T V. STATE, No. 123 1-97,
Appellant's PDR from Harris County
Offense: Unwarranted health commitment;
Sentence: 2 yrs

COA disposition: Reversed &remanded on punishment only
(cite: 94911418-Houston 14th)
CCA disposition: Affirmed
Opinion by: Price; Overstreet concurs w/o opinion

sPntences so long as that authority does not intrude on the
executive's power to pardon. Whatever the source, granting of
probation is subject to legislative authorization, and if such a condition requiring the defendant to reimburse the county for an attorney pro tem existed, its authority to do so must be found in a
statute.
CCA rejects State's arguments that such reimbursement
Appellant was convicted of having his wife wrongfully commitis
encompassed
within Art. 42.12 as either a "reasonable condited overnight to the Harris County Psychiatric Center. Because of
tion"
of
probation
or as court costs. (The State had argued on apA N D SAFETY
CODE, § 571.020, the
conflicting statutes, TEX.HEALTH
peal
that
Appellant
had waived his complaints by not invoking
governingprovisionattime of trial, which authorized up to 2 yrs in
jail, and TEX.REV.CIV.STATS.
Art 5547.19, in effect at the time of any statutory authority, but did not reassert this in its PDR.) Botthe offense, and which authorized only a year, COA reversed on tom line: if the legislature wanted to include the cost of an attorpunishment only. Appellant argues COA should have remanded ney pro tem as a condition of probation, it would have explicitly
this for a new trial instead of resentencing. CCArejects argument doneso by enacting a statute (suchas the one authorizingcourts to
Appellant makes under two rules of appellate procedure, assess fees for court-appointed attorneys). Moreover, making deTEX.R.APP.PRO.
30(b)(9), mandating a new trial where the verdict fendants pay for the prosecutor is against public policy. Therefore,
is contrary to the law and evidence (see now Rule 21.3), and the district court had no authorization, and the COA was correct
TEX.R.APP.PRO.
80(b)(3), which authorizes a COA to render the in so holding.
judgment that the trial court should have rendered (see now Rule
43.2). "Verdict" isnot defined in the rules, but the Code of Criminal Procedure defines a complete verdict as including the jury's JESSE BRITTON SIMPSON V. STATE, No. 1277-97,
assessment of punishment as well as guilt or innocence. Together, Appellant's PDR from Dallas County
Appellant argues, these rules require a new trial onguilt/innocence, Offense: Indecency wla child;
as well as punishment. CCA rejects this assertion holding such a Sentence: (not in opinion)
Art. 44.29(b), COA disposition; Affirmed (cite: unpublished - Dallas 1997)
construction conflicts with TEX.&DECIIIM.PROC.,
which mandates a new trial on punishment if the error was com- CCA disposition: Affirmed
mitted in the punishment phase. (Article 44.29 has also been in- Opinion by: Keller;
terpreted to preclude trial courts from granting new trials on pun- Concurring opinion by Meyers, joined by Baird and Price;
ishment only. Hight,90711845 (1995)). CCA ultimately decides Overstreet concurs wlo opinion
that because giving effect to the plain languageof Art. 44.29 would
not lead to an absurd result, and because provisions in the Code of
During trial the State was permitted to introduce extraneous
Criminal Procedure (which are enacted into law by the legisla- offenses allegedly committed by Appellant against the complainture) govern over rules of appellate procedure (promulgated by the ant. TheState argued these were admissibleunder CCP, Art. 38.37.
CCA under a grant of authority in the Texas Constitution), Ap- Appellant complained that the evidence was inadmissible because
pellant was not entitled to a new trial on guiltlinnocenceas well as Art. 38.37 was inapplicable, and also because the State failed to
punishment.
give proper notice before trial. COA held Appellant had procedurally defaulted on both claims -the first one by failing to raise
an objection, and the second by filing a "motion" for notice inDONALD L. BUSBY V. STATE, No. 1284-97, State's PDR stead of a "request" and had failed to get a ruling on the motion.
from Bell County
Appellant argued that Art. 38.37 was inapplicable because the inOffense: Misapplication of fiduciary property (5);
dictment was returned prior to the statute's effective date, relying
Sentence: 10 yrs (probated)
on Powell, 89711307 (1994),a death penalty case in which a pluralCOA disposition: special prosecutor's fee deleted (cite: 95111928 ity of the CCA opined that "effective dates of statutes are absolute
-Austin 1997)
requirements, nonwaivableand nonforfeitable[.]" However, this was
CCA disposition: Affirmed
not the primary issue in Powell. This case concerns evidentiary
Opinion by: Womack; dissentingopinion by Mansfield; Overstreet statutes, whichare"optional with theparties." Relying onlankston,
concurred w/o opinion.
82711907 (1992),
. CCA holds that effective dates of evidentiarv
statutes are not exempt from rules of procedural default. As to the
Appellant, a former district judge, was ordered to pay court costs notice complaint, CCA cites Espinosa, 8531136 (1993), which reas a condition of his probation, including $230,695.21 to reim- quires the defendant to get "a ruling on his motion in order to
burse the county for the cost of an attorney pro t e n appointed to trigger the notice requirements" of Rule 404(b). CCA rejects
prosecute him after the DA recused himself. COA deleted the Appellant's argument that he filed a self-executing document and
reimbursement, holding the trial court had no authority to order not a mere motion. Because no ruling was obtained, this comAppellant to pay costs of the prosecutor as a cost of court or other- plaint was waived.
wise. CCA agreed with COA after first noting
. that district courts
have no inherent authority to impose such a condition because
Texas courts have no inherent power to grant probation. Art. IV, § seprember 23, 1998
11A of the Texas Constitution, which gives courts that power, requires enabling legislation,and was first given effect by enactment W I L J A M SATTERWHITE, JR., V. STATE, N ~ 1474-97,
.
of the Adult Probation and Parole Law in 1947. The other source ~
~
PDR
~
from
~ jackson
l
l county
~
~
~
*
~
of authority is the general legislative power created in Article 111,s offense: ~
~holding
l oneself~ out~ as lawyer;
l
~
1, which enables the legislature to give courts authority to suspend sentence:
4 yrs + $7500 fine

-.

~
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COAdisposition: A f f i e d (cite: 9211613 -CorpusChristi 1997) evidence by the trialcourt." &Ittom line: because alibi is not inCCA disposition: A f f i e d
cluded in the Penal Code, the defense is not entitled to an mnstrucOpinion by: M c h i c k ;
tion even if he raises the evidence a t trial. Baird complains that
Concurring opinion by: Mansfield;
CCA has once again overmled over 125 years of precedent withDissentingopinionby: Price, joined by Baird, Overstreet EuMeyers out any analysis or support. Baird and Mansfield both think that
Appellant was convicted under TPC 8 38.122, for practicing alibi evidence does not merely negate an element of the offense.
law duringa time when his law license was suspendedforfailing to Baird also observes that just recently, in his concurring opinion in
comply with MCLE requirements, and failing to pay bar dues. Posey, 9661157, Judge Womack wrote that the Code of Crim~nal
Although he was notified by mail of the suspension, Appellant Procedure places responsibility for preparation of the charge on
represented a client in some felony cases in December 1993, but rhe trial court. This opinion holds that a ma1 judge may never
did not pay up hi bar dues until January of 1994. PDR was granted instruct a jury on the defense of alibi.
to determine whethet the State Bar's rule providing for retroactive
renrrhtopre-suspensionstatusshouldhavepreventedpmecution. [Warning: This is an extremely broad holding. Now, for any
After analyzing the statute (TPC 5 38.122, which provides that a "common law" defense or affirmative defense not codified in the
person commits an offense if, "with intent to obtain an economic Penal Code or elsewhere, the defense is not entitled to the
benefit. . . the person holds himself. . . out as a lawyer, unless he instruction. Furthermore, because such an instruction would be a
or she is currently licensed to practice law in this state.. . and is in comment on the weight of the evidence, the trial court has no
good standing with the State Bar of Texas"), and the relevant dis- discretion to give it, but is actually precluded from doing so.]
ciplinary mle (State Bar Rule, art. 111, § 7A, "the suspension shall
automatically be lifted and the member restored to former status"
when he pays up the delinquent dues), the CCA rejects this argu- CONCURRING 6r DISSENTING OPINIONS T O DENIAL
ment, construing the language of the statute to require that Appel- OF REHEARING;
lant be in good standing with the State Bar at the time he held
himself out as a lawyer. Appellant was not in good standing be- STATE V. BRABSON, No. 1309-95, 96611493 (1998)
Rehearing was denied in this opinion'om last term which held
cause he had been suspended Ear failing to pay his bar dues. The
disciplinary rule does not help him because it only affects his abil- that DPS does not represent the State for purposes of collateral
ity to resume the status of an active member of the bar upon pay estoppel in ALR(nW1proceeding. Althoughrehearingwasdenied,
ment of his dues. "F]he retroactivity clause
does not affect four judges issued concurring and dissenting opinions. P.J.
appellant's criminal prosecution, but is strictly applicable to ad- McCormick defends his opinion on original submission, and says
ministrative proceedings conducted by disciplinary officials with he has written in response to Meyers' dissent. Judges Baird, Meyers,
the State Bar." The CCA distinguishesthis case from recent opin- and Price dissent for essentiallythe same reason-they vlew as ficions wh~chhold that a criminal defendant is not necessarily de- tion the notion that DPS and DRs offices are not the same party.
prived of counsel if he is represented by an attorney whose hcense The s~gnificanceis that Judge Price has now disclaimed the lead
opmion's hatding on originalsubmission that "the State is not the
was suspended.
State." While a majority supports the outcome in Brabson, only a
(McCormick, Keller, Womack, and Holland) now supSeptember 30, 1998
port the above aspect of that decision. In light of this development, collateral estoppel continues as a valid issue for A L m I
THOMAS GIESBERG V. STATE, No. 696-97, Appellant's cases. See the Aguilarcase (947//257), in which the majority held
that an ALR proceeding can have collateral estoppel effect in a
PDR from Harris County
Offense: Murder;
later criminal proceeding.
Sentence: 65 yrs
COA disprwition: Affirmed (cite: 945//120 -Houston [Ist] 1997)
LEON JEROME JOHNSON V. STATE, No. 872-97,State's
CCA disposition: Affirmed
PDR from Jackson County
Opinion by: Holland;
Dissenting opinions by: Baird, joined by Overstreet; Mansfield; Offense: Attemptedcapital murder
Sentence: 99 yrs
Meyers dissents wlo opinion
COAdispositinn: Reversed & remanded (cite: 94411739 -Corpus
Christi 1;197)3 p p e l l a n t ' s d e f e n s e was-alibi, and even though he misedshe evidence through several witnesses, the trial court rejected his re- CCA disposition: ~eversed& remTnded
quested instruction on that defense. COA affirmed because "alib~ Opin~onby: Per curiam
evidence merely negates an element of the offense." PDR was
Prior to trial Appellant asked for a shuffle before the venire was
granted to resolve a conflict in the COA's because others have
decided that a defendant is entitled to a defensive instruction on seated. He then requested a second jury shuffle after the venire
alibi if the evidence raises the issue. CCA agrees with the COA in had been seated, sworn, and qualifted wh~chthe trial court dethis case aftet surveying pre- and post-1973 Penal Code opinions: nied. CCA quotes extensively from the record which indicates
"Since a defensive issueof alibi is adequately accounted for within that counsel had requested an additional shuffle because Appela general charge to the jury, a special instruction for the issue of lant was African-American, and the only African-American yealibi would needlesslydraw a jury'sattention to the evidence which nireman was seated too far in the back to ever get on the jury.
raised alibi. Therefore, we conclude a special instruction on alibi Counsel asked as a n alternative, that the array be dismissed and a
would constitute an unwarranted comment on the weight of the new panel bmught in. The State objected,complainingthat coun-

...
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sel was "not entitled to keep shuffling until she gets the people
where she wants them." COA reversed, holding there had not
been an actual "shuffle" but simply a "reordering" that preceded
qualification, and it was not clear whether it had even been done
in the courtroom. The trial court erred in denying the motion for
a "reshuffle" because the in~tialshuffle was incompetent. CCA
rejects Appellant's argument that because the initial reordering was
not done at the request of the State or defense counsel, it was asua
sbonte shuffle which did not wreclude a subseouent shuffle. CCA
- agrees with the State that by acquiescing in and failing toobject ta
the ftrst "shuffle" Appellant waived this complaint on appeal. The
trial court did not err in denying the request for a second shuffle.
ROSLYN HENRY OLDHAM V. STATE, No. 1350-94, State's
PDR from Harris County (opinion on State's Motion for
Rehearing)
Offense: Forgery;
Sentence: 3 yc,
COA disposition: Abated & remanded (cite: 889//461-Houston
[14thl 1994)
CCA disposition: Reversed & remanded
Opinion by: Womack;
Separate dissenting opinions by Baird, Overstreet & Price; Meyers
dissents wlo opinion

substantive rights" language. Rule 2 simply allows an appellate
court ta suspend a rule's operation and order a different procedure
to expedite a decision or for other good cause shown, so long as it
does not suspend any CCP provision. It will be interesting to see
whether CCA will interpret the new rule as narrowly as it has former
rule 2(b). Read the dissenting opinions, especially Price's, which
faults the CCA majority for not following its own rules. Baird says
the Rule 2(b) discussion is dictum because the case was disposed of
on the denial of counsel issue.]
ENRIQUETA DIAZ CARPENTER V. STATE, Nos. 1250-97
& 1251-97, Appellant's PDRs from Dimmit County.
Offense: Tampering w/govemment docs (2 counts)
Sentence: (not in opinion)
COA disposition: Affirmed (cite: unpublished - San Antonio
1997)
CCA disposition: Affirmed
Opinion: Meyers; concurring opinions by: Mansfield &Price;
Dissenting opinion by: Baird, joined by Overstreet

During trial Appellant wanted to cross-examine a State's witness (acop who had gathered evidence and testified against her in
a pretrial hearing) regarding some pending federal charges he had
picked up for theft and conspiracy. The trial court refused to allow
it, and on appeal she argued that cross-examination was improperly limited because the evidence was admissible under a recent
COA abated appeal and remanded the case so that Appellant CCA decision, Carroll, 91611494 (1996). which held that "[a] decould file an out-of-time motion for new trial after first finding she fendant is permitted to elicit any fact from a witness intended to
was denied counsel at a critical stage of the proceedings, namely demonstrate that witness' vulnerable relationship with the State."
the time between the end of trial, when shesays counsel withdrew, CCA agrees that such evidence can be relevant, but for it to be
and the time appellate counsel was appointed, a period of 62 days. admissible, the proponent must establish some causal connection
Appellant was convicted and sentenced on January 13, 1992, and or logical relationship between the pending charges and the witshe filed apro se notice of appeal on February 10,1992. On March ness' "vulnerable relationship" or potential bias or prejudice for
16,1992, after finding Appellant indigent, the trial court appointed the State, or testimony at trial. For Appellant to establish such a
appellate counsel. COA reasoned that because Appellant suffered connection or relationship, she must demonstrate why prosecua constitutional violation (denial of counsel) the 30-day deadline tion by the federal government for theft and conspiracy to possess
for filing a motion for new trial found in former TEX.R.APP.PRO.and distribute controlled substances would tend to show that the
31(a)(l) could be suspended "for good cause" shown under the witness' testimony in this unrelated state prosecution might be biauthority of Rule 2(b). State's PDR was granted back on February ased. But she only says the witness might believe he would derive
2, 1995, and was dismissed as improvidently granted on June 19, some benefit from testifying, and besides the testimony from the
1996. The CCA then granted the State's motion for rehearing. pretrial, which was held before he picked up the federal cases, was
After surveying numerous CCA and COA opinions construing not inconsistent with his trial testimony. Thus, the trial court did
former Rule 2(b), CCAultimately holds that former Rule 2(b) was not improperly limit her cross of this witness.
an "escape valve" for appellate courts to use to speed up the appellate process in the interest of justice, and may not be used to
lengthen procedural time limits absent truly extraordinarycircum- October 7, 1998
stances, even in an effort to protect the substantive rights of the
appellant. CCA then reviews the record and finds that Appellant SAMUEL LOVERT JOHNSON V. STATE, No, 0536-97,
has failed to show that her trial counsel was allowed to withdraw, Appellant's PDR from Harris County
concludes there was no denialof counsel during the time when the Offense: Aggravated robbery;
motion for new trial should have been filed, then holds "that the Sentence: 75 yrs
record shows that the appellant was officially represented by coun- COA disposition: Affirmed (cite: unpublished - Houston [14th)
sel at all times in the litigation, and the appellant has failed to 1997)
overcome the presumption that counsel was acting effectively at CCA disposition: Reversed & remanded
all time." CCA then infers that Appellant should file a writ, and Opinion by: Mansfield;
promises not to fault her for raising again via habeas corpus what Separate concurring opinions by: Meyers & Keller;
has been rejected on appeal.
Concurring & dissenting opinion by: McCormick;
Dissent by Womack; Overstreet dissented w/o opinion.
[Editor's Note: This opinion construes theformer mle, which is
Duringvoir dire the State asked whether prospective jurors could
very different from current Rule 2, in effect as of September 1997,
because it does not contain the "may not abridge or enlarge find a defendant guilty of aggravated robbery as a party. Defense
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counsel later asked whether, if the defendant was found guilty as a
principal, they could assess theminimum punishmentof 5 yrs. Two
prospective jurors, Kelley and Ctevenger, statedunequivocallythat
they would not, and thestate did not attempt to rehabilitate them.
The trial court denied Appellant's challenges for cause after d u n sel argued that jurors had mconsider the full range of punishment,
not lust for someone bnvicted as a party, but as a principal as well.
(No questions of waiver or preservation are presented here.) Latet,
the ~urywas authorized to convlct Appellant as either a principal
or a parry, and returned a general verdict of "guilty!' On appeal,
Appellant argued that Kelley and Clevenger should have been
excused for cause because they were biased against the mimmum
legal punishment for a defendant found guilty of aggravated robbery. HoweverrCOAagreed with the State, that the two were not
challengeablefor cause becausevoir dire had shown only thar they
could not consider the minimum legal punishment m a particular
situation, CCA reaffirms precedent, and holds that Kelley and
Clevenger were biased as a matter of law because they could not
accept chat the minimum Iegal punishment would be appmptiate
in some civcumstances for a defendant found guilty as a principal.
CCA thenvacatesthe judgment, butremands the case to the COA
for a harm analysis, Meyern comments that if the prospective jurors in this case were chauengeable for cause because they could
not consider the mlnimum pun~shmentfor oneconvicted as a principal, then the opposite situation would also apply -those who
could not consider the maximum for oneconvlctedas a party would
also be challengeable. Keller's opinion is lengthy, and Womack
writes to say he agrws with one part of her opinion. McCormick,
~nan even lengthier opinion, tells why he thinks there was no
error at all indenying the challenges.

DANIEL WAYNE SADLER V. STATE, No. 0934-97,
Appellant's PDR from Tarrant County
Offense: Aggravated robbery;
Sentence: 99 yrs
COA disposrtion: Affirmed (cite; unpublished-Fort Worth 1997
CCA disposition: Affirmed
Opinion by: Meyers; separate c o n c u r i i opinions by McCormick
& Baird; Overstreet dissents w/o opinion

punishment for the crime as defined by law, and would consider
the facts in determining the appropriate punishment. CCA holds
that a prospective juror is not challengeablefor muse because he1
she will use facts to determine punishment, and is not challengeable based on inability to consider the full range ofpunishment so
long as heishe can consider the full range of punishment for the
offense asdefined by law. McCormick doesn't think any error was
committed, and concurs for the same reasons as those expressed m
his opinion in the jnfinson case, discussed supra. Baird agrees that
hete there was no error, but in a case which includes as an element
of the offense that the victim in a child (i.e., indecency; murder of
child underage 6; agg. sex. as&. of child; abandoningar endangeringchild; injury tochild), then in that event, Jurorswould be challengeable if they couldnot eonsidet the fuit punishmentrange.

STATE V. MARK ANTHONY TONEY, No. 538.97, State's
PDR from Harris County
Offense: POCS;
Sentence: 40 yrs
COAdisposition: Reversed (cite: 942//750- Houston [14thl1997)
CCA disposition: Reversed Sl.remanded
Opinion by: Price;
Cancurring upinion by: Mansfield:
Concurring opinion by Keller, joined by McCorm~ck& Holland;
Concurring opinion by: Womack, joined by McCormick, Keller &
Holland
COA revetscd the conviction because the jury charge did not
include a complete definition of the reasonable doubt instructum
mandated by Geesa (820//154). Relying on CCA's 1996 Reyes (9381
1718) decision, COA held that omission of the instruction mandated reversal without subjecting the error to harmless error analysis. "Harmonizing" Geesa, Reyer, Cain, 94711262 (1997) (very broad
regardiw harm analys~sunder former Rule 81(b)(2)), and Mann,
96411639, (plurality opinion from last term where jury received
partially incorrect charge), C C A holds when there is a total omssion of the reasonable doubt instruction, no harm analysis is applicable. However, if the jury is given a partial or substantially cotrectcharge, theany error issubject toaharmanalysis under Abdnor,
Alnmnnra, andTCCPatt. 36.19. Here, the trial court's instruction
included the first three paragraphsof the Geesa charge, and Appellant failed to object. Therefore, Appellant must show how this
error egregiously harmed him, and remands to the COA so that a
harm analysis may be performed. If COA finds that Appellant has
suffered no egregiousharm, it is instructed to address hi remaining
points of ertot Mansfield expresses "concern" that elimination of
the reasonable double instruction will resurrect the reasonable

Appellant's counsel asked the following question during voir
dire: "Who would not be able to consider the minimum punishment if you found somebody guilty and there was a child victim
[andjor a child] present!" Nine persons said they would not, and
when Appellant challenged them for cause based on bias against
the law, the trial court refused to excuse them, anddenied a further
request for additional peremptories. COA held the proper question twdetermine bias against t k l a w isA'wherher,ittthe proper --hypothesisanalyticaleonstfuet. Kellet and-Womckwant-EOOV~Eaggravated robbery case, where the facts justify it and the law al- rule Reyes, and Womack, in addition, wants to overrule Geesa.
lows it, the veniremember can fully and fairly consider the entire
range of punishment, including the minimum [and maximuml!'
Appellant argued that jurors must be willing to consider the entite STATE V. OMAR BARRERA, No.1069.97, State's PDR from
range of punishment,notjust for the crime itself, but for the crime Cameron County
as Appellant actually committed it. CCA rejects this argument Offense: Attempted murder;
because, inasmuch as the law requires jurors to use the facts to Sentence: 10 yrs
tailor ~unishmentto the crime as committed by the defendant, "it COAdisposttioa Reversed (cite:951//153 -eorpusChr:st~ 1997)
would be nonsensical to rule that a juror who will use the facts to CCA disposition: Reversed
fit the ~unishmentto the crime is unqualified and thus challenge- Opinion by: Keller; Separate dissents by Baitd & Meyers, bath
able for cause such a juror wouid be doing exactly what the law joined by Overstreet
Appellant complained on appeal that the trial court erred in
requires." These jurors said they could consider the full range of
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failing to apply the law of self-defense to the facts of the case, and was never probated. CCA holds that "when there is a variation
failing to instruct the jury that a reasonable doubt on the issue of between the oral pronouncement of sentence and the written
self-defense required an acquittal. COA agreed, and then ana- memorialization of the sentence, the oral pronouncementcontrols."
lyzed the error under afederal harmless error standard because "we However, CCA agrees with the State that the fine was actually
do not apply Almanza . . if the error implicates rights flowing from imposed during the original plea proceeding, which resulted in a
the United States Constitution." State's PDR was granted "to de- grant of probation, and record indicates the fine was to be paid
termine the proper standard for review when, in the absence of an rather than probated. The fine was imposed when punishment
objection, a jury charge includes the definitionof self-defense but wasassessed at the original plea
and so it was approprifails to contain self-defense in the application paragraph." Dis- ately included in the judgment of revocation. The fine is therefore
cussing Posey, 9661157, CCA says that trial court was not obligated reinstated. Keller concurs, but thinks that because the fine was
to give an unrequested charge on self-defense, but havingdone so, never probated, it was unnecessary for the majority to reach any
signaled that self-defense was the "law applicable to the case." CCA other issue.
agrees with COA that charge was erroneous, but rejects the notion
that adifferent harm analysis applies, and remands for an egregious
harm analysis because Appellant neither requested the charge, no1
complmnerl when it was 11otinclucled in the applicati<mpar:~pphs.
Alung the wily, CCA quotcs from Molik, 95311234 (I~ypothetlcnll~
correct charge case) that "application paragraphs are an anachro. GEORGE ALARICK JONES V. STATE, No. 72,135, direct
appeal from Dallas County, 09/16/98
nism, and that jurors could perform just as well without them."
Both dissenting opinions are worth reading, and convey essen- Disposition: Affirmed
tially the same complaint: The State's PDR did not comply with Opinion by: Mansfield; Price concurs w/o opinion
the appellate rules, and therefore should have been dismissed as Dissenting opinions by: Baird and Meyers; Overstreet dissents wlo
improvidently granted, or sent back for rebriefing. Baird calls the opinion
State's PDR and brief "indecipherable" and accuses the majority of
Facts: Appellant was convicted of murder in the course of a
hcc;l~~sc
they have
the worst typeofresult oricnrcd judic~alac~iviwi
nude thc Stxe's arguwent so thc Stare kill prcva~l. Rnird also kidnapping. He raises 8 points of error, but does not challenge
mentions Mosely, a death penalty case from last term, in which sufficiency of the evidence at either phase of trial. (Only the voir
CCA refused to either address points it characterized as inadequately dire issue is discussed, as the others raised offer nothing new.)
Voir dire issues: In the first two points Appellant argues that
briefed, or send it back for rebriefing. Meyers sets out what the
State calls its "Grounds for Review," says the PDR "badly confuses the trial court erred in granting the State's challenge for cause to
grounds for review. . with reasons for review, and notes that such venire member Snyder. The State challenged Snyder under four
PDRs are usually summarily refused for non-compliance. Meyen different theories, and the trial court granted the challenge under
then in a footnote quotes the majority's articulation of why review only one: that Snyder would, in the words of the trial court, "start
was granted, then remarks: "In keeping with the Court's opinion an accomplicewitness behind other witnesses" with respect to credin Malik, this is really a "hypothetically correct" ground for review, ibility. CCA agrees that Snyder was not challengeable under any
as no such articulation appears in the State's petition or brief!'
of the State's theories, and then proceeded to a harm analysis un44.2, which differentiates between constituWhile CCA can grant review on its own motion, that is not what der TEX.R.APP.PRO.
happened here, and in fact, the majority answers nothing from the tional and non-constitutional errors.
CCA first decides that this error is not constitutional, and therePDR. "It seems the majority did not want to miss an opportunity
to add to the increasing number of authorities signaling the de- fore, in order for this to be reversed, Appellant must show how the
clining 'importance of a procedurally perfect jury charge."'
error affected his substantial rights. Although the right to trial by
a fair and impartial jury is a right under the Sixth Amendment,
that right is not violated by every error in the selection of a jury.
ARTHUR GENE COFFEY V. STATE, No. 1387.97, State's When jurors are erroneously excluded the Supreme Court has held
PDR from Dallas County
the right is violated only if the juror was excused because of oppoOffense: POCS less than 28 grams;
sition to the death penalty. CCA declines to construe the Texas
Constitution as providing greater protection. Thus, as the error is
Sentence: 5 yrs + $750 fine (probation revocation)
C O A disposition: Affirmed, but sentence reformed to delete fine not of constitutional dimension, the CCA applies the federal standard because the rule adopted (Rule 44.2(b)) is the same as the
(cite: unpub. - Dallas 1997)
federal
rule. Discussing Supreme Court precedent, other state court
C C A disposition: Judgment affirmed &fine reinstated
Opinion by: Overstreet;
decisions, Texas civil cases, and CCA opinions prior to its decision
Concurring opinion by: Keller, joined by McCormick, Holland & in Payton, 57211677 (1978), the CCA overrules that case, and returns to a previous standard. In Payton CCA held that harm is
Womack
shown when the trial court wrongfully grants the State's challenge
After Appellant's probation was revoked upon his plea of true, for cause, and the State has used all its peremptory challenges
the trial court orally assessed punishment at 5 yrs in TDCJ with no because that is tantamount to giving the State an extra perempmention of a fine. The written judgment revoking probation indi- tory. The CCA returns to its previous rule: "the erroneous excuscated a $750 fine. COA reformed the sentence by deleting the ing of a veniremember will call for reversal only if the recordshows
fine because it was not included in the oral pronouncement or the that the error deprived the defendant of a lawfully constituted jury."
docket sheet. The State complained because the initial judgment There is no such showing here, so no reversible error exists.
Dissents:]udge Baird accuses the majority of "an act of blatant
placing Appellant on probation did include the fine, and the fine
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result-oriented jurisprudence"which "conrorts [Rule] 44.2 to hold
implicitly that there is no constitntional right to an impartial jury
selected pursuant to the legislative scheme[.]" Meyers finds himself
"unenlightened by a major~tyopinion of this Court." This rule
was promulgated in Sept. 1997, and even though "[ilt is now over
a year past its inception [he] has n o better understandingof how to
apply this rule that when it was promulgated." Baird's dissent offers an akernative comtruction, and Mcyers says the CCA does
not apply a test it set out in two recent opinions consautng the
rule. Baird doesn't think a defendant will ever be able to show
harm from this ertor, and Meyers does not think a harm analysis
should be applied at all.

"if they did the crime they need to be punished;' they should "fry
him automatically.") Five members of the venire who were identified as havmg made or heard the remarks were questioned by the
court and the parties. One admitted making a rema& and four
others heard a comment. Two were excused for cause, Appellant
used peremptories to strike two more, and the other one was not in
the strike zone. Although Appellant argued that at least 28 additional prospective jurors heard one of the comments, he did not
show that any of those who were actually selected for trial made,
heard, or could have been influenced by the rematks.
Other issues of interest include fatal variance, and factual and
legal hufficiency.

LEONARD URESTI ROJAS V. STATE, No. 72,475, from
Johnson County, 09/23/98
Dlspostion: Affirmed
Ovinion bv: Mevets:
, ,
&ncwrini opinion by:Keller, joined by McCormick
Oversweet dissents to points 6 & 12; Baird did not partieipate

Courts of Appeals
Sixth Court (Texarkana)

Facts: Appellant killed two people, his live-in girlfriendand his
own brother (who also lived there) because he thought the two
were involved. He left, planning to go to Georgia, but after arriv.
ing in Dallas, began confessing to anyone who would h e n . He
gave three statements, two written and one videotaped, to police
after being returned to Johnson County.
Jury Separation: Over Appellant's objection% the jury was
permitted to separate for a week after the guilt/innocence phase to
allow a juror to visit his critically ill mother who lived in another
state. Appellant argued to the trial court that recessing the jury
and later reconventng it was improper and the remedy was to diicharge the jury. Appellant argued he was prejudiced and reversal
is required unless the State rebuts the presumption of harm. CCA
agrees that under the prior version of the relevant statutes, (TCCP
art. 35.23 8~36.29)the iurv was not vermitted to sevarateafter the
reading of the court's charge until verdict was &&red or the
jury discharged, without the defendant's consent. However, the
current version forbids separation after the charge is read only if
the courtsequesters the jury until a verdict has been reached or the
jury discharged. Although Appellant does not say he had requested
sequestration of the jury, upon separation the court stated on the
record that "the jury will be released from sequestration." CCA
finds that even if the jury had been sequestered, separation came
after the guilt/innocence verdict had been rendered, but prior to
the punishment phase, and that charge had not yet been given to
the jury. CCA rejects Appellant's argument that ''charge'' for purposes of the statute means charge 6 n guikfinnocence. CCA holds
thatAppellant's consentwas not necessary for the separation.Keller thinks the jury had in fact been sequestered, and if that
was on motion of the defense, the law requited jurors to be kept
togethet Appellant was entitled to a reversal unless the State rebuts the presumption of harm. However, thestandard for assessing
the harm has changed, and because any error would be statutory
and not constitutional, if the error did not affect Appellantk substantial rights it must be disregarded. Here the judge instructed
the jury not to discuss the case, erc., and so any ertor in allowing
the jury to separate is harmless.
Jury Misconduct: AppelIant moved for a mistrial after three
prospective jurors made comments which he says tainted the entire venire panel. ("they should just take him out and shoot him;"
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SESSION V.STATE, No. 06-98.00109-CR; 09/11/98;
agg. sex, assft (prob. rev.); Affirmed
Appellant pled true to the revocation pursuant to a plea agreement, but on appeal asserts the plea was involuntary. Appellant
filed a general noticeof appeal, which was good enough under the
former rules of appellate procedurei as well as Flwuers, 93511131.
COA first determines that voluntariness of a plea may still be
challenged on direct appeal, and that TRAP 25.2 speaks only to
the form of the notice, and not the substantive basis for the appeal.
Right to appeal the voluntarinessof a plea has always been fundamental in Texas, and Rule 25.2 cannot be construed to "abridge,
enlarge, or modify the substantive rights of a litigant!' COA then
finds the plea was voluntary. [Note: This declsion is in direct conf l i i with the Fort Worth COA, Vilhueva, No. 02-96-563-CR,
delivered June 11,1998.1
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issue.
VOICE forthe Defense, ClassSedads
6 ~west
) 13fiStreet
Auslin,TX 78701-1705

-Check enclosed
-Am Ex

Copy must be submMed precisely as you want it
to ~ nand
, receivedby the 5" of the monVl to N n
in that issue.

Mastercard
Exp. date

Ph: 512478.2514 or FAX: 512469-9107

Important
Tax Notice
Duesflax Notice
Please note the following:
: Skills Course

$36 of your annual dues ($19 if a
Student Member) is for a one-year
subscription to the Voice for the
Defense, and $39 of regular dues is
for TCDLA legislative programs.

Dues to TCDLA are not deductible as
a charitable contribution but may be
deducted as an ordinary and
necessary business expense.
Because of TCDLA's legislative
program, $39 of sustaining and
regular membership dues is not
deductible as a business expense.
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Lawyers Assistance Task Fo~ge.,
. ,
.++.
j
-

Mark G. Dantel
(el. (817) 3323$822

fax(817) 332@&
.
..
.
.

~

...
..

.

.

Kyle Welch
:
let. (210) 687.9096.

:'
fax(210) 686.5064

fax(817)332&@'
2
.~

Dale ~ o b e r l s d n ~ ~j
te~.
(956) 541-8529
i x
af :*.,,
(956) 546.0008

Jack Strickland
lel. (817)338-1WO

fax(817) 3581020

Michael Bernard
le1.(210)~346347

fax(915)677.61q

George Scharmen
tel (e10) 226-8021
fax(210) 226-0331

Randy Wilson
lel (B15) 677-4878

~

bn

Michael Helskell
let. (811) 877.SXt

fax(81i870-li61

Bill Sheetz
tel. (214) 922-9382

fax(214)%%9384

John Convery
tel. (210)738-9060

fax(210)8224.4840

fax (210)738-9426

District 8
Jeanette Klnard
I .5 2 4
1

fax(512) 4TI.4185

Randy Leavin
Iel. (512)476.4475

lax(512)476.1315

Clifton "Scrappy" HoJmes
teL(S03)758-2200
fax(S03)758-78E4

Ben Fforey
Iel.(512) 479.8600

fax(512) 479.6035

Odis Hill

District 4

-?;<-

~.

~

Bobbie Edmonds
te1. (817)332-6501

~~~

_.i..
.-.

leI.(w) 75'3.3369

faxpo3)758.3239

Stanley Schwieger
Id.(817) 752-5578
fax(817)7666795

Barney Sawyer
1e1.(903) 7844816

fax (903) 784-0834

William Whlte
leL(512)476-1494

fax(512) 476.6321

T h e T C D L A Lawyers AssistanceTask Force stands ready to assist members throughout t h e state
whenever t h e system breaks down. Lawyers who are attacked f o f vigorously representing their
clients, cired f o r contempt.or find themselves uniustly or unfairly treated by t h e Court should call
theTask Force chair. B o b Hlnton, a t 214-219-9300, for immediate response.
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TCDLA Announces
New Member Benefit Program
TCDLA is pleased to announce a new member benefit partnership with Martin Howe Associates. Inc. TCDLA has
chosen Martin Howe to provide members with a program for low cost credit card processing and quality service - the
TCDLA Bankcard Program. Through this value-added benefit. TCDLA members are eligible for wholesale Mastercard
and Visa processing rates and discount fees, making credit card acceptance an affordable option.
Accepting credit cards can have a big impact o n you; practice. Funds are deposited i n the bank of your choice.
greatly improving your cash flow, and billing administration and collection hassles virtually disappear. Credit card
acceptance can make your practice more efficient and cut your overhead by reducing paperwork and unbiilable
activities without sacrificing client service. Even your client base can increase as your services become affordable to a
whole new range of clients who otherwise could not afford the services without the credit card payment option.
In addition to the specially negotiated pricing, the TCOLA Bankcard Program offers 24-hour customer service, with
trained representatives available every day of the year. Equipment support is comprehensive, from employee training
to free next business day replacement of defective equipment. Money is deposited in your
MARTIN
local bank within two business days and supplies are free. TCDLA members can try the
program risk free with the 30 day money back guarantee and the free individualized savings
analysis. Martin Howe will calculate the effective rate you are currently paying and compare it
to the TCOLA program so you can see the savings before you g o on-line.

mh
ASSOCIATES INC
A PMT scmirrr

For more information on the new TCDLA ~ a n k c i r dProgram and your free savings analysis.

Ann Rodgers at 8001456-0588ext. 116 or fax your inquiry to 9721733-3350.
c , , , ~ ~ , , ~ )contact
.

Sometimes the strength of one...

...lies within the power of a group.
The TCDLA long distance plan, administered by Eclipse Telecommunications, is
based on general economic theoly - the
higher the volume, the lower the individual cost. The TCDLA program provides
individual companies with groq-based
purchasing power and benefits.

Our long distance program is as logical as 1,2,3.
1. Endorsed by your association
2. Guaranteed flat rates
3. Members only service

For a quick rate comparison or more
information, contact an Eclipse account
representative at 1-800-342-9287.

Or you may also complete the following information and fax to:

1-800-342-4240
Texas Criminal

Phone #

Association

Company
'COLA 10
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Avg monthly usage

TEL ECOMMUNICATIONS

TCDM Publications

price

TCDLA State Forms Diskette
IBM - Wordperfect 5.1, 3.5'
TCDLA members
non - memben
IBM - Word 97, 3.5'
0 Mac - WordPerfect 2.0, 3.5'
Q
'Search Easy" Diskettes of Rusty Duncan, June 1998
'Search Easy Diskettes of Evidence in Criminal Cases, July 1998

rn

0

TCDLA Rusty Duncan Advanced Criminal Law Short Course, June 1998

$25
$50
$27.50
$27.50
$125

TCDLA Cross-Examination Manual, March 1996

Q

$25

Sale

TCDIA Winning Criminal Trials, 1998
TCDIA Defending Child Abuse Cases Seminar Materials, March 1997

Q

TCDLA The Changing Picture of Habeas Corpus Law and Procedures, 1997 $40

TCDLA Defending Child Abuse Forms
Mac - WordPerfea 2.0, 3.5'

C)

Voice for the Defense

$25
$75
$75
$40

TCDLA members
non - members

I vr. nonmember subscri~tion
I yr. state prisoner rate '

CDLP Publications
Q CDLP 1998 capital Murder Manual (by Steven Losch)
(If court appointed)

0 CDLP Capital Murder Course Materials (supply

C)CDLP, OcL '97

limited)

Forensics and Habeas SWlls Course

$75

CDLP Skills Course Books

rn College

April '97
Station
C) Lonp.ew, May '97

$25
$25

Q Waco, July '97
Houston, Aug. '97

$25

C;)Ft Worth,

$25

0 San Antonio, Oct. '97

Sept.. '97
$50

Please add an additional $7.50 ($12.00 for the Rusty Duncan Course Book) per notebook to defray shipping costs.
$3.00 to mail disks. All materials will be mailed tirst class unless othetwise specified; overnight charges extra.
Name

I~herican
Express

QVisa

Master Card

Address
Sub Total
City, State, Zip

Shipping

Phone

Sales Tax (add 8.25%)

Card #
Name on Card
Authorized Signature

Exp. Date

Total
TCDLA & CDLP
600 West 13th S t
Austin, TX 7870 1

I

5 121478-2514
fax 5 12,469-9 107
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